Range Hood
Вытяжной шкаф
Installation and Operating Instructions
Инструкция по установке и эксплуатации

DC9201SAU
DC9201SSA
DC9201SRS
DC9202SAU
DC9202SSA
DC9202SRS
DC9202SGF
DC9202S

Part No. MFL30049901

To avoid the risk of accidents or damage to this appliance,
It is essential to read these instructions
before it is installed or used for the first time.
And please keep this manual for later reference.
GB

The following symbol is used in the text.
Safety information
- Warning : Information concerning your personal safety.
- Important : Information on how to avoid damaging
the appliance.
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Safety and Recommendation
INSTALLATION
The manufacturer will not be held liable for any damages
resulting from incorrect or improper installation.
The minimum safety distance between electric cook- top(hob)
and the extractor hood is 450mm. But 600mm is recommended
for better performance. When the hood is located above a gas
appliance, the distance shall be AT LEAST 650mm.
Check that the mains voltage corresponds to that indicated on
the rating plate fixed to the inside of the hood.
For Class I appliances, check that the domestic power supply
guarantees adequate earthing.
Connect the extractor to the exhaust flue through a pipe of
minimum diameter 120mm. (But 150mm is recommended for
better performance.) The route of the flue must be as short as possible.
Do not connect the extractor hood to exhaust ducts carrying combustion fumes
(boilers, fireplaces, etc.).
If the extractor is used in conjunction with non-electrical appliances (e.g. gas burning appliances),
a sufficient degree of aeration must be guaranteed in the room in order to prevent the backflow of
exhaust gas. The kitchen must have an opening communicating directly with the open air in order
to guarantee the entry of clean air.
Installation of the extractor hood over a solid-fuel burner(coal, wood, etc.) which could constitute
a potential fire hazard (e.g. due to flying sparks) is only permitted if the burner is equipped with an
enclosed, non-removable cover and all country-specific regulations are observed. This restriction
dose not apply to gas cookers and gas hobs.
Regulations concerning the discharge of air have to be fulfilled.

USE
The extractor hood has been designed exclusively for household
use to eliminate kitchen smells.
Never use the hood for purposes other than for which it has been
designed.
Never leave high naked flames under the hood when it is in operation.
Adjust the flame intensity to direct it onto the bottom of the pan only,
making sure that it does not engulf the sides.
Deep fat fryers must be continuously monitored during use:
overheated oil can burst into flames.
The hood should not be used by children or persons not instructed
in its correct use.
Do not use the appliance if it is damaged in any way.
Never operate the extractor hood without a grease filter.
Do not flambe food directly under the extractor hood.
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Safety and Recommendation
MAINTENANCE
Switch off or unplug the appliance from the mains supply before carrying out any
maintenance work.
Repairs should only be carried out by qualified specialists.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, Its service
agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
GB

Light bulbs must always be fitted when the hood is in use.
Defective bulbs should be replaced immediately to prevent the remaining bulbs from
overloading.
There is a fire risk if cleaning is not carried out in accordance with the instructions.
Clean and/or replace the Filters after the specified time period.
Clean the hood using a damp cloth and a neutral liquid detergent.
When cleaning,
- Do not use abrasive cleaning agents or sponges that could cause scratches.
- Do not use alcohol on plastic parts, otherwise the surface may become matt in
appearance.
- Clean the operating buttons with a mild soapy solution and a soft, damp cloth only.
and do not use stainless-steel cleaner to clean the operating buttons.
When cleaning the stainless steel body,
- Use a mild non-abrasive stainless-steel cleaner.
- Do not use any of the following to clean stainless steel body :
abrasive sponges, cleaning agents containing sand, soda, acid or chloride.
- Clean the surface in the same direction as it has been ground and polished.
Old appliances are not worthless rubbish. If they are disposed of in an environmentfriendly manner valuable raw materials can be recovered for use again. Before you
dispose of an old appliance make sure that it has been rendered inoperative.
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How to Install
Dimension
570mm

904mm

430~800mm

544mm

898mm

503mm

Min. 450mm above Electric Hob.
(600mm is recommended
for better performance)
Min. 650mm
above Gas Hob

Components
NO

Component

Quantity

1

Wall plug

7

2

Screw M4 x L30

7

3

Washer

2

4

Screw M4 x L12

4

5

Body fixing bracket

1

6

Chimney bracket

1

7

Body

1

8

Damper

1

9

Diameter reducer
(150 – 120)

1

10

Upper chimney

1

11

Lower chimney

1

12

Screw M4 x L10

2

1
4

2

6
9

10

12
8

5
3

11

7

5
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How to Install
This appliance should be installed in the ducted version only.
So it could not be installed in the recirculation version.
Before installing the hood, remove
2 brackets of the top cover by releasing
the screws. And refasten the screws
in the holes.
GB
Wall Drilling and Bracket Fixing
Draw a vertical line on the installing wall up to the ceiling, or as high as practical, at
the center of the area in which the hood will be installed.
Draw a horizontal line at the minimum distance of 600mm above the cook top.
Mark the centers of the 7 points shown below figure.
Drill ø 6mm holes at the centers marked.
Insert the 7 wall plugs into the holes.
Place the chimney bracket (a) coinciding the bracket holes with the upper 2 holes.
Secure the bracket using the screws provided. (M4 X L30)
Place the body fixing bracket (b) coinciding the bracket holes with the lower 3 holes.
Secure the bracket using the screws provided. (M4 X L30)

Ceiling
21~22 mm

(a)
220 mm
210 mm
130 mm
(b)
527 mm

595 mm

Product Bottom Line
Min. 450mm above Electric Hob.
(600mm is recommended
for better performance)

Cook top (Hob)
Fig.1
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How to Install
Hanging and fixing
Mount the hood body on the body fixing bracket which was installed.(Fig.2) Then align the
center of body with the vertical line which was drawn. Adjust screws(a) to level the hood body.
Secure the ‘Bracket of the body’ to the wall by fastening 2 screws using washers into the wall
plugs which was inserted.(b)(M4XL30)
Body fixing bracket

GB

(a)

(a)

(b)

Bracket of
the body

(b)

Fig.2

Connection
Place the damper on the exhaust hole of the hood body.
Apply the adhesive tape between damper and top surface
not to be taken off during operation.
Connect the pipe between damper hole of the hood body
and one of the kitchen wall.
The rigid or flexible pipe may be used, and the 120mm or
150mm pipe may be used.
But, the choice is left to the installer.
If the diameter of the pipe is 120mm, diameter reducer
should be placed on the damper. (When using 150mm pipe,
the reducer is not necessary.)
Connect the pipe with exhaust hole using the clamps.
(The pipe and clamps are not provided.)
Connect the power plug to the main supply.

Fig.3

Chimney flue fixing
Secure the upper chimney to the chimney bracket using the 2
screws provided. (M4 X L12)
A little widen the sides of the lower chimney and put the side
flange between the upper chimney and wall.
Then pull the lower chimney down until contacting with body.
Secure the lower chimney to the body bracket using the 2
screws provided. (M4 X L12)
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Fig.4

How to Use (only for DC9201S##)
L
P
Display
M
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T
S
W

L

P

M

Function

Display

Back
Lighting

Light

-

On

Turns Lighting ON and OFF

1

On

First Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

2

On

Second Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

3

On

Third Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

P
(Flashing)

On

Intensive Speed
This function become active when doing one of the below 2 ways.
1) After pushing the button ‘P’ for 1 second, release the button.
2) Push the button ‘P’, then the speed level goes up by one step like ‘1->2->3->P’.
After working for 10 minutes, the speed level goes to the former level.
If you push other button except for ‘P’ during this function, other function will work.

P
(Flashing)

On

Intensive Speed

3

On

Third Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

2

On

Second Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

1

On

First Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

0

On

Motor Off
This function become active when doing one of the below 2 ways.
1) After pushing the button ‘M’ for 1 second, release the button.
2) Push the button ‘M’, then the speed level goes down by one step like
‘P->3->2->1->0’

Increase
Motor Speed
(1->2->3->P)

Decrease
Motor Speed
(P->3->2->1->0)

Descriptions

T

Delay Timer

2

On

The motor operates for 10 minutes when activating this function. After 10 minutes it
will turns off automatically.
If you increase or decrease the motor speed during this function, this function will be
deactivated.

S

Saturation
Indicator

Flashing
‘F’ and
‘Motor Speed’
alternately

On

Indicates that grease filters need to be washed.
In order to reset the saturation alarm, push this button again.
This alarm works every 100 working hours.

W

Wall Jet

-

On

Activate Wall Jet function. This ‘Wall Jet’ function increase the efficiency of
capturing the grease and vapor.
This function can be activated or deactivated when the motor is working by touching
the button.
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How to Use (only for DC9202S##)
L
P
Display
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T
S

L

P

M

Function

Display

Back
Lighting

Light

-

On

Turns Lighting ON and OFF

1

On

First Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

2

On

Second Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

3

On

Third Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively,
it automatically turns off.

P
(Flashing)

On

Intensive Speed
This function become active when doing one of the below 2 ways.
1) After pushing the button ‘P’ for 1 second, release the button.
2) Push the button ‘P’, then the speed level goes up by one step like ‘1->2->3->P’.
After working for 10 minutes, the speed level goes to the former level.
If you push other button except for ‘P’ during this function, other function will work.

P
(Flashing)

On

Intensive Speed

3

On

Third Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

2

On

Second Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

1

On

First Speed. After running for 5 hours consecutively, it automatically turns off.

0

On

Motor Off
This function become active when doing one of the below 2 ways.
1) After pushing the button ‘M’ for 1 second, release the button.
2) Push the button ‘M’, then the speed level goes down by one step like
‘P->3->2->1->0’

Increase
Motor Speed
(1->2->3->P)

Decrease
Motor Speed
(P->3->2->1->0)

Descriptions

T

Delay Timer

2

On

The motor operates for 10 minutes when activating this function. After 10 minutes it
will turns off automatically.
If you increase or decrease the motor speed during this function, this function will be
deactivated.

S

Saturation
Indicator

Flashing
‘F’ and
‘Motor Speed’
alternately

On

Indicates that grease filters need to be washed.
In order to reset the saturation alarm, push this button again.
This alarm works every 100 working hours.
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How to Maintain
Washing the Grease filter

GB

Pull out the lower part of the door, then open up widely by rotating it.(Fig.5)
Detach the grease filter by pushing the knob toward back and pulling it down.(Fig.6)
After washing the grease filter, insert 2 flanges of the lower of the filter into the
slots. Then attach them by pushing the knob toward back.
And release the knob after refitting filters properly.
Push the lower part of the door until the door is locked completely.

During this procedure, be careful not to hit the door. It may cause injury.
As the filter becomes more and more saturated with grease, not only dose
the risk of catching fire increase but the efficiency of the extractor hood
can also be adversely affected.
The filters can be cleaned in a dishwasher. It is however possible that they
will become slightly discolored.
Metal filters that are saturated with grease should not be washed together
with other dishes etc.
When cleaning the filters by hand, soak them in hot soapy water. Then
brush the filters clean, rinse them thoroughly and leave the water to drain
off.

Fig.5

Fig.6
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How to Maintain
Saturation Indicator Reset
When flashing ‘F’ and ‘Motor Speed’ in the display window alternately,
it means that the grease filters have to be washed.
Press the ‘Saturation Indicator’ button in order to reset saturation indicator after
washing and installing the filters.
The lighting of the indication button will be off after resetting.
GB

Light Replacement (12V 20W Halogen Lamp)
Unfasten the 2 screws of the lamp support, and pull it out from the body.(Fig.7)
Detach the lamp from the lamp support by pushing the lamp like Fig.8.
Replace the poor lamp with new lamp of the same type.
Make sure that the 2 pins of the lamp should be inserted into the lamp support
properly.
Insert the lamp support into the body, and secure the 2 screws of the lamp support.

When switched on, the halogen bulbs become very hot. Even for some
time after the bulbs have been switched off there is still a risk of burns.
If the light does not function, check that the bulbs have been inserted
correctly.

Fig.7

Fig.8
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